MIRM: read more @ www.mib.edu/c/d/p/master_course_insurance_finance.aspx

Recommended by Allianz, Generali, Marsh, KMPG, Ernst&Young, Mazars, PWC, that select and support talented candidates.

Developed with the direct collaboration of leading companies in Insurance, Consulting and Finance Services.
The Masters (full-time, 12 months) trains young professionals with the most advanced skills, tailored to the specific needs of sponsors and partners.

The employment opportunities range from the Insurance (actuaries, analysis, statistics, financial services, marketing) to Risk Management (operative, financial, industrial), to Financial Consultancy and Business Development, Auditing, Rating, Banking and Fiscal Strategy and Consulting.

WHO
Graduates from all over the world highly motivated with strong academic background

WHY
Enter industries among the most dynamic in the world! Leading companies are Sponsors > career opportunities are really significant!

SCHOLARSHIPS
Several Merit Scholarships for Croatian Graduates, offered by Company Sponsors up to 70% >> read more @ www.mib.edu/c/d/p/000064.aspx

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR CROATIAN CANDIDATES

Scholarships Amount: up to € 14,140, equivalent to 70% of the tuition fees (€22,200 - 21% VAT included).

MIRM Key Facts

Accreditations & Rankings
- Accredited by EPAS (by EFMD), the only one in Italy and ASFOR
- Ranked 12 in the world in the insurance sector (Eduniversal Masters Ranking)

Students
30 countries have been represented in MIRM classrooms in the last editions
60% foreign students

Faculty
PhD qualified Academic teaching staff
Over 30 visiting professors from 15 countries

Careers
90% average placement rate (long term employment) 6 months after graduating.

Merit Scholarships
Available for Croatian Talents up to 70% >> read more @ www.mib.edu/c/d/p/000064.aspx
Requirements:
- Croatian Citizenship
- Academic degree (or equivalent qualification)
- Good working knowledge of English (TOEFL/IELTS/PTE certificate is recommended).

Deadline: November 24, 2013

Discover how to apply for Scholarships @
www.mib.edu/c/d/p/000064.aspx
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